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Intelligent Enterprise 
for Construction 
Companies 
Meeting Dynamic Challenges 
with Strategies and 
Technologies That 
Support the Digital Future



An Industry Ripe for Change

Disrupting the Rules
Global “megathemes” such as the circular economy, future cities, sustainable 
energy, and global supply chains are affecting construction companies – but 
they are also providing new opportunities for growth. PlasticRoad is a startup 
that produces a circular-economy product based on recycled plastics. The 
concept consists of a prefabricated, modular, and hollow road structure. It has 
a significantly smaller carbon footprint than traditional road structures, thanks 
to a longer lifespan and reduced transport movements required for its 
construction.
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1. Aurora Almendral, “75% of the Infrastructure That Will Exist in 2050 Doesn’t Exist Today,” Next City, October 22, 2014. 
2. “Shaping the Future of Construction – A Landscape in Transformation: An Introduction,” World Economic Forum, January 2016. 

A mindset shift toward open collaboration to manage tremendous growth and the 
associated complexity – Three-quarters of buildings that will exist in 2050 have not yet 
been built.1 This exponential growth brings great complexity to construction companies: 
bigger, taller, greener, and more technologically advanced infrastructure and buildings; 
coordination among hundreds of suppliers for millions of components; and historically low 
margins and productivity. As a result, construction companies are constantly under 
scrutiny to build more sustainable and lasting communities, efficiently. 

From stagnant productivity to next-generation technologies with a consumer-grade 
user experience – A shift toward intelligent prefabrication and a connected supply chain 
is underway for construction. These changes will improve project schedule performance, 
reduce labor costs, and improve margins while delivering higher-quality projects, reversing 
a 50-year trend of stagnant productivity. 

A move toward carbon emissions “reversals” with sustainable materials –
Construction is the number-one global consumer of raw materials, and the industry 
generates 25% to 40% of the world’s carbon emissions.2 Many innovative companies 
are investing in developing sustainable building materials that not only emit lower 
CO2 but are also carbon negative, absorbing CO2 and heat from the environment.

Today’s construction companies are balancing disruption and continuity. They are challenged to 
transform themselves into vertically integrated, modular enterprises while delivering projects on 
time, within budget, and with sustainability in mind. The following trends are creating the greatest 
changes in construction companies’ history:

https://www.plasticroad.eu/en/
https://nextcity.org/daily/entry/75-of-the-infrastructure-that-will-exist-in-2050-doesnt-exist-today
http://www3.weforum.org/docs/WEF_Shaping_the_Future_of_Construction.pdf
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Harmonized and streamlined core 
business processes

A Platform for Intelligent Solutions
Mota-Engil unlocks the potential of intelligent 
technologies.

Read the full story here.

Benefits

Improved performance and IT 
maintenance

Digital Strategies for 
Construction Companies to 
Run as Intelligent Enterprises

Leverage digitalization of expertise and knowledge to make up for the experience gap resulting from a 
new generation entering the workforce and the retirement of more experienced craftspeople. Adopt AI, 
visual work instructions, and other technologies to deliver best practices to workers at the point of need. 

Establish modern connected construction sites with prefabrication and real-time feedback for 
optimization of resources and equipment. Use 3D printing, robotics, the Internet of Things (IoT), and digital 
twins to drive opportunities for productivity gains.

Deploy tools that enable model-based digitalization of intercompany collaboration. These tools can 
connect project teams including clients, subcontractors, suppliers, and authorities to operate in a digital 
world and share the latest information while delivering at the lowest cost. Use enhanced, model-based 
scheduling to further eliminate hours spent waiting, bringing operational transparency to project execution.

Improve the transition from the construction phase to the operational phase with digitalization of 
handover and commissioning through a simple transfer of data and the use of models while harmonizing 
information with as-built drawings. Leverage digital twins to operate the facility more cost-effectively and 
efficiently.

Enable differentiating levels of efficiency in design, plan, and build through a connected digital supply 
chain of contractors, material suppliers, owners, and operators. Replace delays, miscommunication, 
and silos with on-time, in-full deliveries with real-time tracking of material and equipment on site.

The digital economy is disruptive. By 2025, construction companies hope to bring prefabrication efficiencies, 
such as cost and quality control, to the construction world – enabling higher margins than historically possible. 
To achieve this vision and thrive in an evolving industry, construction companies need strategic priorities that 
drive transformation. At SAP, we envision a reimagined set of business scenarios to support the strategic 
priorities required to work in a digital environment. 

The Intelligent Enterprise for Construction
Watch this video to learn about trends construction companies are experiencing and how cloud 
solutions from SAP and partners can help manage complexity in construction projects.

© 2021 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved. 

https://www.sap.com/documents/2020/06/70a05899-9d7d-0010-87a3-c30de2ffd8ff.html
https://www.sap.com/assetdetail/2020/11/8efc590a-bb7d-0010-87a3-c30de2ffd8ff.html


From Best Practices to the 
Vertical Edge
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In a digital world, innovation is no longer just the domain of the R&D teams. Innovation must become an 
integral part of each department and discipline, so they all contribute to the evolution from today’s industry 
best practices to the future’s next practices. This enables cross-functional teams to experiment with 
new ways to create unique value for customers, thus generating top-line, bottom-line, and green-line 
improvements.

Best Practices Next Practices 
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s § Siloed construction teams that are hired and 

coordinated independently
§ Piecemeal construction activities handled by 

skilled laborers
§ Intermittent project status updates and 

communications between construction 
companies and customers

§ Discrete forecasting and analytics tools used to 
understand project status, resource utilization, 
and profitability 

§ Vertically integrated contractors with end-to-end 
process coordination

§ Component assembly by skilled-enough labor, 
enhanced by 3D models and wearable technologies

§ Sensor-enabled data transmission for instant 
updates on progress, safety, and materials 
availability

§ Automated forecasting with management by 
exception 
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§ Traditional information hand-off processes and 
technologies using flat file transfer of data

§ Manual upload of project-related information 
such as costs, drawings, and warranties into new 
systems at each phase 

§ Digital platform for efficient handover of critical 
information

§ Automatic population of relevant information into 
asset management systems 

§ Digital transition of asset and equipment information 
from project to operational systems, creating a global 
view of operations 
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§ Connected chain of contractors, material suppliers, 
owners, and operators

§ Drone-based reality capture systems that feed 
project schedules with real-time demand signals

§ Use of IoT technologies to create transparent, 
globally managed supply chains and construction 
operations 

§ Discrete design, build, and delivery processes
§ Manual or semiautomated checks of supply chain 

operations
§ Introduction of automation to prefabrication 

processes at some project sites 

§ Automated practices that maximize productivity and 
profitability

§ Instant feedback on worker performance using real-
time reporting and analytics

§ Optimized results supported by interactive, mobile 
technology supporting voice recognition, visualization, 
and augmented reality

§ Knowledge and experience possessed by 
workforce

§ Capture and sharing of best practices from more-
experienced craftspeople

§ Manual, paper-based processes with reports that 
suggest optimal approaches
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§ Information shared through model-based collaboration 
§ Use of advanced technologies including IoT and 

predictive analytics to translate construction 
information to operational insights

§ Use of digital twins to support end-to-end digital 
transformation of the construction lifecycle 

§ Project collaboration networks for publishing and 
accessing current content 

§ Operational insights garnered from experienced 
workers

§ Digital sharing of information to connect all 
parties in construction processes 
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Construction companies will reimagine people development by creating online learning communities. By 
making development resources and relationships widely accessible, they can give all employees the power 
to realize their full potential. In this way, employees are empowered to choose the medium and timing for 
their learning. Stronger active collaboration and social aspects support a tailored course consumption that 
helps realize the full potential of each employee. And employees can build their own learning maps from a 
complete course portfolio.

Traditional HR practices focusing on formal training programs are too slow to work in a world of constant 
change. These practices are calendar-driven, static, and impersonal. With educational plans that are 
course- and certification-driven, the shared information cannot flow quickly. The focus is on only a few 
new topics, which limits educational success. Classroom-based training creates limitations in the context 
and usage of new communication methods. Top-down, directed approaches restrict access and 
consumption of new learning material.

NEXT PRACTICE

Digitalization of Expertise 
and Knowledge: Improving 
Efficiency and Productivity
COMMON PRACTICE

5

Employee group 1 

Employee group 2

Group training Training feedback

Personalize 
learning

Employee Analyze career plans 
and learning needs

Choose medium 
and timing

Manager or learning 
administrator

Manager learning 
content

*Benefits are based on early adopters of SAP S/4HANA® or conservative outside-in benefits due to moving from a traditional ERP to enhanced SAP S/4HANA with line-of-
business or cloud capabilities. As each enterprise is at a different level of maturity, we recommend working with you to determine the value proposition for your enterprise.

20%–30% 
Increase in 

worker quality

2%–3% 
Reduction in project 

delivery cost

10%–15%
Reduction in 

time to fill 

56% 
Efficiency increase in 

generating financial postings, 
freeing 70,000 annual 

working hours for other tasks

Top Value Drivers*

© 2021 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved. 



In a digitalized network of stakeholders, you can place your company at the center. Leverage information 
as the project progresses across different phases. Our cloud-based solutions focus on the digital 
construction experience, enabling companies to work together in the design, plan, and build phases of 
construction and capital projects.

In today’s construction sites, too often information is lost as a project progresses across phases, with 
different stakeholders leading each phase. Manual review, commissioning, and handover processes are 
inefficient and prone to error.

Disconnected departments 
and limited access to the 
business network prohibit 
responsive planning. 

When plans are not consistently 
created and shared, information 
cannot flow quickly. Planning, 
sourcing, build and monitoring 
are not aligned – wasting time 
and money.

When companies rely on a few 
external partners and communicate 
manually with suppliers, visibility is 
limited – making collaboration 
difficult, delays inevitable, and the 
risk of error high. 

Top Value Drivers*

NEXT PRACTICE

*Benefits are based on early adopters of SAP S/4HANA or conservative outside-in benefits due to moving from a traditional ERP to enhanced SAP S/4HANA with line-of-
business or cloud capabilities. As each enterprise is at a different level of maturity, we recommend working with you to determine the value proposition for your enterprise.

Connected Construction 
Sites: Digitalizing the 
Network of Stakeholders
COMMON PRACTICE

Optimized
Operating performance 

conditions 
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Share one 
plan with all 
critical
resources and 
partners to 
achieve visibility, 
agility, and 
responsiveness. 

Accelerate time 
to market with 
collaboration 
between R&D 
and sourcing. 

Achieve insight 
into future 
demand, 
preconstruction 
and procurement, 
optimizing 
inventory. 

Align sales 
and project 
execution, 
and improve 
customer 
satisfaction 
with better 
experience 
management.

Transform 
linear supply 
chains 
into digital 
supply 
networks. 

Enable 
simultaneous 
collaboration 
with all 
relevant 
stakeholders. 

US$2 billion
Projected revenue
growth in 5 years 

Tenfold
Increase in efficiency
of real-time bookings 

Enhanced
Decision-making 

Project Pay Chain, an application built by SAP partner LTI on SAP® Business Technology Platform, 
enables customers to digitalize the complex and unique construction progress claims, invoicing, and 
payments process across the multiple stakeholders in the projects.

© 2021 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved. 

https://www.lntinfotech.com/enterprise-solutions/sap/engineering-construction-industry-trends/project-pay-chain/


Top Value Drivers*

Cloud-based networking enables collaboration with
all project stakeholders including owner, contractor, 
subcontractor, engineers and architects, facility 
management, and authorities. Digitalized intercompany 
collaboration brings together different disciplines –
such as structure, architectural, electrical, and 
plumbing, as well as engineering, logistics, project 
control, and service – into an open building information 
modeling approach. Projects operate at increased levels 
of efficiency and engagement with experience data.

In today’s construction companies, each supplier, 
vendor, and subcontractor works on disconnected 
individual systems with little or no real-time visibility 
into each other’s work despite dependencies across 
multiple parties. Rework, delays, and mistakes are 
common due to lack of communication and little real-
time transparency during project execution.

NEXT PRACTICE

Digitalization of 
Intercompany Collaboration: 
Bringing Operational 
Transparency to Project 
Execution
COMMON PRACTICE
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*Benefits are based on early adopters of SAP S/4HANA or conservative outside-in benefits due to moving from a traditional ERP to enhanced SAP S/4HANA with line-of-
business or cloud capabilities. As each enterprise is at a different level of maturity, we recommend working with you to determine the value proposition for your enterprise.

Owner Supplier

Asset 
manager

Subcontractor

Planner

Service provider Engineer

Facility 
management

Authority

Contractor

Owner Supplier

Asset 
manager

Subcontractor

Planner

Service provider Engineer

Facility 
management

Authority

Contractor

DIGITAL

TWIN

Reduced 
Spend

Continuous 
Compliance 

Improved 
Productivity 

50% 
Faster information access
to speed up decision-making

15% 
Cost savings achieved thanks to 
cost-efficient and resilient cloud 
solutions

Eliminated 
Annual need for 
200,000 paper pages

The project collaboration capability for 
SAP S/4HANA Cloud for projects
connects project owners, engineering 
service providers, contractors, sub-
contractors, and building material 
suppliers in one platform across projects. 
The capability uses a digital twin to 
establish and reduce coordination 
efforts, significantly reducing effort and 
increasing productivity by eliminating 
waste and rework. 

© 2021 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved. 

https://www.sapstore.com/solutions/41627/SAP-Project-Intelligence-Network


The digital twin concept allows everybody to have access at any time to a consistent data source of the 
construction object. Digitalizing helps you obtain real-time availability, enabling harmonization of multiple 
data sources. You can maintain preconfigured version control and work with the same source to manage 
multiple trades much more effectively. A network approach helps new participants become immediately 
up to date. Digitalization also enables data handover to occur without any further efforts.

Too often, multiple stakeholders are needed to manage the design, execution, and operation of the 
construction object. Each project participant produces multiple versions of drawings – making it difficult 
to align content. Multiple data silos lead to inconsistent data. And version control of drawings and 
calculations is time-consuming, complex, and often incomplete. 

NEXT PRACTICE

*Benefits are based on early adopters of SAP S/4HANA or conservative outside-in benefits due to moving from a traditional ERP to enhanced SAP S/4HANA with line-of-
business or cloud capabilities. As each enterprise is at a different level of maturity, we recommend working with you to determine the value proposition for your enterprise.

Digitalization of Handover 
and Commissioning: 
Simplifying the Process

20%–30% 
Improvement in finance 

FTE productivity 

8

Predesign Design 
oversight

Design 
services

Construction 
oversight

Construction 
performance

Program 
activation

Operation and 
maintenance

10%–20% 
Reduction in 

audit cost 

3.5 days 
Reduction in process

approval cycle 

$100,000
Saved annually 

through better quality 
control enabled by an

SAP Fiori® app

Design

Handover

Build Procure

Plan
Deploy

Acquire Operate

Top Value Drivers*

AssetContractor Owner and operator

COMMON PRACTICE

© 2021 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved. 



Digitalizing the supply chain enables automated and real-time expediting processes. Your company gains 
real-time visibility into delivery risks and better control of material delivery timelines and quality 
standards. 

Cumbersome and manual expediting processes can reduce the timeliness of today’s supply chains. 
What’s more, frequent delays of material delivery on site and materials that do not meet quality 
standards prevent construction companies from delivering on time. 

NEXT PRACTICE

*Benefits are based on early adopters of SAP S/4HANA or conservative outside-in benefits due to moving from a traditional ERP to enhanced SAP S/4HANA with line-of-
business or cloud capabilities. As each enterprise is at a different level of maturity, we recommend working with you to determine the value proposition for your enterprise.

Digital Supply Chain: 
Creating an On-Time 
Supply Chain

9

Construction site 
work is held up 
by delivery of 
prefabricated 
bathroom units for 
fitting on critical 
path. 

Construction 
manager has no 
visibility into when 
materials are being 
manufactured and 
their potential 
delivery date. 

Materials are 
delivered late, 
impacting 
completion dates 
for interdependent 
tasks in the project. 

Project cannot be 
finalized on time, 
customers are 
dissatisfied, and 
contract penalties 
apply. 

Delay of material 
delivery impacts 
costs and final 
delivery date. 

Production of 
required materials 
can be tracked in 
real time through 
a mobile app that
is continuously 
updated. 

Subcontractors on 
site can scan a QR 
code to see which 
materials are in 
progress. Companies 
can identify 
operational risk. 

Operational 
data on progress 
of materials 
is available in 
the cloud across 
locations. Shipping 
is just in time. 

Materials are 
delivered and 
fitted on time, 
with no delays to 
interdependent 
construction tasks. 

Building is 
completed on 
time. Owners 
are able to move 
in on time. The 
reputation of the 
firm is preserved. 

SAP partner Bearing Point developed 
the ETM.next (Equipment and Tools 
Management) application on 
SAP Business Technology Platform. 
This application enables effective 
management of construction equipment 
and tools.

Top Value Drivers*

10%–20% 
Increase in on-time 
delivery performance 

5%–8%
Reduction in days 
in inventory 

2.5%
Decrease in macro 
logistics costs

42% 
Reduction in 
response times, 
enabling faster 
service delivery

56%
Overall efficiency 
improvement in 
procurement cost 
management

2.5 days
Reduction 
in staff’s personal 
reimbursement time

© 2021 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved. 
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https://bearingpoint.services/etm/en/


SAP Logistics 
Business Network for 
an open and secure 
value creation network
SAP Ariba® solutions 
for procurement needs

SAP Enterprise 
Portfolio and Project 
Management package 
for core project 
management ERP 
needs

Drive Business Value with Intelligent ERP:
SAP S/4HANA Customer Stories

The architecture of the Intelligent Enterprise for construction companies combines the solutions of 
SAP Business Network and the intelligent suite with industry cloud solutions by SAP and our partners 
to drive new business outcomes.

SAP Solutions: Redefining 
the Way Construction 
Companies Operate Across 
the Value Chain
To drive change in how construction operates across the value chain, you need a comprehensive solution –
delivered by the Intelligent Enterprise for construction companies along the end-to-end value chain – from 
opportunity management, talent management, and supply chain management to project execution, 
handover, and operations and maintenance. 

IoT services from SAP for 
enabling secure IoT services 

SAP Business Technology 
Platform to deploy industry 
cloud solutions

5 months 
To get up and running 
on SAP S/4HANA

Opportunity Management Project Execution Operation and MaintenanceSupply Chain ManagementTalent Management

Today
Inexperienced, 

disconnected

Future 
Technology 
enabled, 
connected

Today 
Manual 
résumé
reviews

Future
Automated 
matching

Today
Multiple 
screens

Future 
Single point 
of entry

Today 
Disparate 

information

Future 
Connected 
stakeholders 

Today
Archaic, 
manual

Future 
Collaborative, 
integrated

Today 
Error prone, 

on paper

Future 
Automated, 
intelligent

Today 
Reactive

Future 
Predictive

Today 
Limited, 

ad hoc

Future 
Automated,
comprehensiv
e

Today 
Manual estimates 

from scratch

Future 
Intelligent 
recommendations

Today 
Tribal, 

laborious

Future
Intelligent 
staffing

Today
Reactive

Future 
Predictive

Today 
Manual, 

paperwork

Future 
Automated, 
transparent

Today 
Manual, time 

consuming

Future 
Transparent, 
seamless

Today
Manual, 

time 
consuming

Future 
Predictive, 
automated

Intelligent 
workforce

Intelligent 
resource

management

Intelligent 
user 

experience

Digital 
supply 

network
Collaborative

execution
Intelligent

forecasting 
and billing

Building 
intelligence

Intelligent 
bid 

management

Intelligent 
résumé

matching

Intelligent 
material

expediting

Intelligent 
submittal 
processing

Efficient 
change 

management
Seamless 
handover

Intelligent 
maintenance 

and repair

10© 2021 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved. 

“Innovation, safety, and continuous improvement are the 
cornerstones of everything we do. It’s part of the value that 
extends beyond the materials, talent, and timeline.”
Matt Gramblicka, Vice President, IT & Enterprise Applications, Graham Construction

Graham Construction

SAP S/4HANA Cloud for 
projects, project collaboration 
for an open and secure 
collaboration network

LTI Project Pay Chain 
application for progress 
claims

LTI EC&O Project Execution 
Workbench for a single 
version of truth and insight

BearingPoint ETM.next 
application for equipment and 
tools management

SAP Environment, Health, 
and Safety Management
application to manage worker 
safety

SAP SuccessFactors® 
solutions for HR needs

https://news.sap.com/2021/03/graham-construction-etmnext-equipment-tools-management/


Business innovation is driven by everyone – customers, partners, and SAP. It starts with ideas: how to fix a 
problem, how to discover and unlock new value, how to deliver new business outcomes. Translating an idea 
into a business process or a solution needs an innovation space that comes with digital tools and content to 
build and deliver quickly and predictably. This allows developers and business users to focus on getting 
things done to push new solutions out the door. 

SAP’s Industry Cloud: 
A Joint Innovation Space

Industry Innovation Spaces
Stand-alone applications struggle to deliver 
relevant business value. Enterprise applications 
always need access to essential business 
domains such as products, cost centers, 
employees, and customers. SAP’s industry cloud 
provides direct access to business domains and 
processes in the intelligent suite through APIs, 
while our business and technology services 
provide the tools and infrastructure to create and 
run innovative industry cloud solutions.

Intelligent Technology at Your Fingertips
Business innovation needs digital technologies 
that are ready to use to solve a business problem. 

SAP’s industry cloud solutions, built on 
SAP Business Technology Platform, provide a full 
set of technologies ranging from user interfaces 
to robotic process automation to artificial 
intelligence and machine learning. 

11© 2021 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved. 

BUSINESS NETWORK

ACROSS ALL FUNCTIONS

SUSTAINABILITY MANAGEMENT

INTELLIGENT 
SUITE

APPLICATIONS

BUSINESS PROCESS

INDUSTRY CLOUD

SAP Solutions

Partner Solutions

EXPERIENCE MANAGEMENT

BUSINESS PROCESS INTELLIGENCE

BUSINESS TECHNOLOGY PLATFORMTECHNOLOGY

HYPERSCALERSAP DATA CENTERINFRASTRUCTURE



SAP’s industry cloud is the way for our partners and SAP to deliver industry cloud solutions for customers 
that unlock new levels of efficiency, extend end-to-end business processes at the edge, and enable 
innovative business models. 

SAP partners find a unique environment in our industry cloud in which the data domains and business 
processes of the intelligent suite and our business networks are readily accessible through open APIs. This 
allows our partners to accelerate innovation by focusing on the differentiating business capabilities they 
want to build and deliver to our joint customers.

This enables a spectrum of partnership and innovation models ranging from close co-innovation over 
identified areas of unmet needs to completely open innovation spaces with free competition to drive 
customer value. The innovation models are complemented by a set of commercialization models that are 
strongly correlated to the value the solutions deliver to the business of our customers. 

Freedom of choice is a key value, so customers can choose any partner or hyperscaler to deploy their 
industry cloud solutions. Examples of partners building industry-specific capabilities on SAP Business 
Technology Platform include LTI, Wipro, Bearing Point, Sodales, and many more. 

Open Innovation Platform 
and Ecosystem

12

Open Platforms Deliver Innovation
Open platforms, available to the wider ecosystem, have 
consistently delivered more innovation and choice for customers. 
Therefore, our industry cloud solutions can be run by the major 
infrastructure-as-a-service providers, giving our customers the 
freedom to implement their own individual platform strategy. 

12© 2021 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved. 



RISE with SAP helps accelerate digital transformation. RISE with SAP transformation packages also help ensure that 
businesses have access to industry-specific processes, expertise, best practices, and next-practice solutions from 
SAP and its partners. 
We look forward to joining our customers on their transformation journey into the future. Find out more about 
RISE with SAP. 

RISE with SAP allows customers to realize the value of their investment sooner, with up to a 20% reduction in total cost of ownership (TCO) over five years for SAP S/4HANA 
Cloud, private edition as compared to a traditional ERP deployment.

Source: TCO reductions and timelines are modeled estimates from interviewed company data taken from the following IDC studies: “SAP ECC and SAP S/4HANA TCO Study” 
(November 2020) and “IDC SAP S/4HANA Business Value Study” (March 2020). Timelines and estimates are intended for illustrative purposes only, and SAP makes no 
guarantees as to actual results.

RISE with SAP: Business 
Transformation as a Service

13© 2021 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved. 

S T A R T I N G  
P O I N T

Business process redesign

Business process 
intelligence to analyze 
how your processes 
perform, get tailored 
recommendations, and 
benchmark against 
industry standards 

B U S I N E S S  
P R O C E S S  
I N T E L L I G E N C E

Technical migration

T O O L S  A N D  
S E R V I C E S

Tools and services from 
SAP to support your  
journey, augmented by 
SAP’s strong ecosystem 
as necessary

Business foundation 

S A P  S / 4 H A N A
A N D  N E T W O R K S

• SAP S/4HANA Cloud 
suite for agility and 
responsiveness – not 
only at the edges but 
also at the core

• Unified access to the 
world’s largest business 
network – including 
SAP’s supplier, logistics, 
and asset intelligence 
networks – to foster 
cross-company 
connectivity and 
collaboration

I N D U S T R I E S *
L I N E S  O F  
B U S I N E S S *

• A leading cloud infrastructure providing a native cloud 
landscape run by SAP and our hyperscaler partners

• SAP Business Technology Platform to complement, 
extend, and integrate with other SAP, partner, and 
third-party solutions, using the same data model and 
business services as SAP applications

• A solid foundation supporting ongoing digital 
transformation for your people

• Expansion of your ERP footprint with your choice of 
additional functions for modular cloud ERP and next-
generation industry practices  

I N T E L L I G E N T  
E N T E R P R I S E

I N F R A S T R U C T U R E

P L A T F O R M

A P P L I C A T I O N S  A N D  N E T W O R K SL e a n
v e r s u s
c o m p l e x

*Customers can choose from among five industries (automotive, retail, utilities, consumer products, and industrial machinery and components) and two lines of business (human experience management 
and modular cloud ERP) as RISE with SAP transformation packages.

The COVID-19 pandemic started a period of unprecedented change. This accelerated change will continue 
into the postpandemic era. 

Digital transformation is critical to the survival of every business. But to thrive, businesses also need to 
adjust – because industries have been and will continue to be redefined. They need to run differentiated 
and innovative business processes. 

The RISE with SAP offering includes the following elements:

http://www.sap.com/RISE


Engagement Model
SAP is the partner for the EC&O industry in the long run. We have established a co-innovation and 
collaboration model with many of our customers that is based on mutual trust and long-standing, 
value-based relationships.

This is the foundation to chart the journey into the new world of construction, to capture the 
opportunities and mitigate risks in the digital economy.
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SAP’s Comprehensive 
Partner Innovation 
Ecosystem
Construction is part of our engineering, construction, and operations (EC&O) industry. SAP has been the 
proud solution provider for the EC&O industry for over 30 years – starting from humble beginnings and 
growing into a position of supporting the core business of our customers. 

SAP’s industry cloud opens the field for a new level of co-innovation with customers and partners, enabling 
next practices and new business models that help our customers capture the new opportunities of the 
future.

Our open partner strategy gives our customers the choice of whom they work with to design the business 
models of the future; whom they partner with to define and implement business processes for efficiency 
and growth; and whom they trust with running their infrastructure.

There are many journeys EC&O companies can take into the digital economy to become intelligent 
enterprises. No matter which they choose, our scalability, security, global reach, vibrant business 
networks, and business process knowledge across EC&O and adjacent industries are the success drivers 
for our customers, our ecosystem, and SAP.

Our EC&O-focused partner ecosystem includes, among others:

© 2021 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved. 
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